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WARD AREA RESERVE PROPOSED CHANGES PAGE NO. 
WEST WARD Amuri Achray Esplanade Reserve  No changes proposed. 3 

  Balmoral Recreation Reserve Description: adjacent land changed from Farmland to Owned 
by Ngāi Tahu. 
 
Description: astro-turf cricket pitch added to list of facilities.  
 
Description: long drop toilets have been deleted from the list 
of facilities. 
 
Introduction: sentences referring to older long drop toilets 
and funding have been deleted. 
 
Specific Policies: bullet points deleted to reflect work that has 
been completed and future projects added. They include: 
“That the reserve be used as a meeting point for civil defence 
emergencies.  

4 

  Culverden & Rutherford Railway Reserves Description: memorial garden, two toilet blocks and an EV 
charging station, Dr Charles Little memorial, gates, and story 
board added to the list of facilities. 
 
Introduction: sentence referring to the Boer War has been 
replaced with World War I and II. 
 
Specific Policies: new bullet point to allow for permitted 
community events. 
 
Specific Policies: new bullet point to ensure all clubs that 
occupy the reserve be subject to a lease agreement. 

6 

  Culverden Esplanade Reserve Specific Policies: new bullet point proposing reclassification 
from recreation to local purpose reserve. 

8 

  Flintoft Reserve Specific Policies: new bullet point to develop a tree removal 
and replanting plan. 

9 

  Fulton Park No changes proposed. 10 
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  Inland Esplanade Reserve Specific Policies: new bullet point proposing reclassification 
from recreation to local purpose reserve. 

11 

  Mason Esplanade Reserve All references to Amuri Engineering Yard leasing land on this 
reserve have been deleted. 

12 

  Mockett Place Reserve Description: bench chairs and pathway around the periphery 
of the reserve and sheltered seating with picnic tables added 
to list of facilities. 

13 

  Morrisons Road Stock Resting Reserve No changes proposed. 14 
  Mt Lyford Reserve Description: covered (picnic) area and basket swing added to 

list of facilities. 
 
Introduction: references to the day-to-day management of 
the reserve have been deleted.  
 
Specific Policies: revised bullet point to include public walking 
tracks. 
 
Specific Policies: new bullet point to allow for permitted 
community events. 
 
Future Potential Development: reference to the potential to 
acquire the adjacent parcel of land with the pond to extend 
the reserve to the northwest has been deleted. 

15 

  Mt View Gravel Reserve Description: headings for Governance, Management have 
been deleted. 
 
Specific Policies: new bullet point added for the revocation 
and disposal of this reserve. 
 
Future Development Potential: new sentence added for the 
revocation and disposal of this reserve. 

16 

  Pahau Esplanade Reserve No changes proposed. 17 

  Rotherham Village Green New Reserve. 18 
  Rotherham Reserve Description: the A & Ps Secretary’s Office has been deleted 

from the list of facilities. 
 

19 
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Specific Policies: four new bullet points added, they include: 
“That the shelter hedging be maintained on a regular basis.” 
“That the toilets be upgraded with changing  facilities.” 
“That community events are encouraged with an approved 
events permit.” 
“That all clubs that occupy the reserve be subject to a lease 
agreement.” 

  Waiau Esplanade Reserve All references to the Waiau Hotel have been changed to the 
Waiau Tavern. 

20 

  Waiau Historical Reserve Specific Policies: revised bullet point to include the Museum 
in maintenance schedules. 
 
Specific Policies: new bullet point to allow for permitted 
community events.    
 
Future Development Potential: revised sentence to include 
the Museum and buildings. 

21 

  Waiau Memorial Hall and Library Introduction: new sentence stating that earthquake 
strengthening and building renovation work was carried out in 
2020.  
 
Introduction: revised sentence stating that the shooting range 
is in use. 
 
Specific Policies: revised bullet point noting the kitchen be 
maintained when funds allow. 
 
Specific Policies: new bullet point to allow for permitted 
community events.    

22 

  Waiau Reserve  Specific Policies: new bullet point stating that outdoor fitness 
and gym equipment be installed. 

24 

  Waiau Village Green Specific Policies: new bullet point to allow for permitted 
community events.    
 
Future Development Potential: all references to Seadown 
Crescent Reserve have been deleted. 

25 

  Wandle Esplanade Reserve No changes proposed. 26 



 


